The modern style of living very often dictates us to spend great part of our time in a working atmosphere i.e. in business space with business services, in restaurants, as well as in hotels. That is why it is very important these kinds of environment to be planned in a way that would remind us on a cozy domestic atmosphere.
Introduction:
The green or eco-friendly interior design includes design-solutions of interiors which include the use of ecomaterials used to design the look and the atmosphere of the home. With the use of eco-friendly interior design, not only that it positively influences health of people living in this type of home, but it also captures harmony of the interior, which gives itself a feeling of tranquility and fulfillment, and yet reduces the living costs in the home. (Carla J. Nilson, David A. Taylor, 2012) .
"The interior is natural protection of the soul." -Coco Chanel
The concept eco-design in the section of construction is defined as: "creation and responsible management of healthy built living environment, based on effective use of resources and ecological principles."
Ecological and green design represents any form of design which minimizes ecological destructive influences with emulation and integrity with natural eco systems, well known as eco-design. The principles of eco-design can be applied within framework of continuum of spatial dimensions, such as individual homes, settlements, industrial zones, as well as making products. Therefore it can be concluded that eco-design can be applied for improvement of the already existing environments, also for planning new ones. It can also be used widely in the development and production of certain products.
With continuous increase of human population and industrial production, also grows the concern for the living environment, and the main reason for this is extraction and use of materials, use of products and their final recycling or destruction. Within the framework of this context, eco-design is well known as a strategy which is applied for reduction of influences in connection with production and consumption of products.
According to what has been said so far, interior architecture as a discipline controls design of interior space, and also it has a potential to control and give direction to ecological and green parameters of interior design. (W. Wimer, 2004 ).
Application of eco-material in Macedonia
Materials are part of our everyday life. They are met in every single segment by which we are surrounded, and depending on their type they are characterized with the a variety of features. From the graphic display it can be noticed that according to the type of the furniture produced by the Macedonian companies, eco materials are used for different purposes. So the percentage use of the eco materials depends on the purpose of the companies. The companies which produce dining tables and chairs, use eco-materials for making a construction of their products, while, the rest of them use these materials for production of details, or for fastening and twisting of the construction of the product.
However, during their production it can be noticed a use of artificialconventional materials whose use is much more present than the one of the ecomaterials.
On the graphic display, a percentage presence is represented of ecomaterials and also of artificialconventional materials, used by the surveyed companies.
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For each company a different percent of the use of eco material is noticed, but still, it is on a lower level in relation to the application of the use of conventional material.
Often in selecting materials, the crucial role have some decisive factors, among which are quality and economic factor.
In continuation, on the graphic display, the quality and economic factor are represented with their influence of the selection of materials, which are supposed to be used by the surveyed companies, for production of their products:
Chart 3: Аn influential factor in the selection of materials among the surveyed firms in Macedonia From the graphic display it can be seen that, in general, the companies in Macedonia strive to use materials which will give a good quality of a product, but at the same time they will also satisfy the economic factor, i.e. they will not be too expensive (GUN INTERIER, JUMIS, ZLATEV INZHINERING and PIRAMIDA); there are also companies which put quality on the first place, not paying attention how the same one would influence the final price of the product (SIMPL -M and DRVO PRODUKT). 
DECISIVE FACTOR OF THE COMPANIES IN SELECTION OF MATERIALS
Quality of a product % Economic factor % (JPMNT) Journal of Process Management -New Technologies, International Vol. 6, No 4, 2018. 5 www.japmnt.com From the above given graphic display, it can be concluded again that material used in Macedonian production of furniture are mostly supplied not only from domestic but also from foreign market, but each they are supplied in a different way by each of the companies.
CONCLUSION
On the basis on the made researches based on natural/eco materials, their characteristics and divisions, as well as the way they are used, a survey of a few companies in Macedonia for furniture production was made, from the surveyed results it can be concluded that in R. Macedonia, the companies for furniture production use eco-materials for different use and in percentage. In general, these eco-material are used by the companies which make dining tables and chairs, for production of design constructions. The other companies which make corporeal furniture and sitting furniture, mostly use artificially made material, while ecomaterials are used by them to make details or for tightening of the product construction. Management -New Technologies, International Vol. 6, No 4, 2018. 6 www.japmnt.com Management -New Technologies, International Vol. 6, No 4, 2018. www.japmnt.com The reason why Macedonian furniture manufacturers use eco-materials, than the conventional ones, is mostly because of their price. But the question, whether in their further production they would use mostly eco-materials, the most frequent response is positive one, because they are easily maintained, they do not pollute the living environment, and they are long-life materials compared to the artificial ones.
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